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2018 Hall of Leaders Inaugural Reception

Gary Scott (President of Residential 
Brokerage for Long & Foster) installing 

Debora Weidman-Phillips as the  
2019 President of the  

Real Estate Business Institute (REBI)

Gary Scott sharing some wonderful 
stories of Deb’s leadership.

Our “just installed”  
2019 President!
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2018 Hall of Leaders Inaugural Reception

Jeffrey D. Nelson (2000 President) 
presenting Ginny Shipe (CEO) with  

an award for 20 years of service.

Miguel Berger (2018 President) 
and Maria Cardenas (Director of 
Professional Development) clearly 
enjoyed pulling off a surprise on 
Adorna O. Carroll (2016 President) -- 
recipient of REBI’s first Distinguished 
Educator Award.

Adorna O. Carroll and Candace Cooke 
receive REBI’s first  

Distinguished Educator Award.

During the last 18 months, they have 
taught 58 REBI courses to  

1,520 students!  
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2018 REBI Hall of Leaders, Inaugural & CRB 50th
Anniversary
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It is with great humility that I wish to express how 
important the CRB designation was to me. After 
now 49 years of practicing and perfecting my 
craft, I have found that there are 2 elements of life 
that I use day in and day out: First -- psychology 
of people, and second -- leadership of people. 
Both elements I grasped not only as a student in 
CRB classes, but perhaps more importantly as an 
instructor.  Every time you utilize your psychology 
skills of human behavior and leadership skills in 
a classroom experience  it serves to reinforce for 
you the lessons you teach. My CRB designation 
opened doors to an incredible number of astute 
Realtors, whether they were aspiring Managers, 
Broker owners or practicing sales managers, all 
of us learning from each other and sharing a 
fellowship that will last a lifetime. Thank you to 
all my fellow CRB friends and former students 
for allowing me to share my knowledge and real 
world experiences. You have all made me a better 
man and Realtor! Go CRB!

 – Ed Hall Realtor/Broker
    Coldwell Banker Residential
    Hinsdale, IL

As young(er) sales agents looking to the future 
of managing an office we embarked on a mission 
of education. We already had earned our GRI 
and CRS designations which allowed us to grow 
our residential real estate business in ways only 
designees can imagine. When we decided to look 
into management the CRB designation was our 
first choice to learn how to be the best manager.  
We did not have children at the time so we were 
able to travel along the east coast to wherever 
the designation course was being held. Not only 
did we get a great education, we also enjoyed 
the travel and meeting other Realtors who would 
become friends. That was 1985. So now after 37 
years for Diane and 40 for Harry in the industry, 
we still value the great education and the benefits 
of having earned the CRB Designation.

– Harry and Diane Disbrow
   Coldwell Banker Riviera Realty
   Tuckerton, NJ

How has CRB made a difference in my career? 
Well, it made my career, period. The education 
I took to earn this designation, at the time as a 
new broker, literally opened my eyes in areas of 
business, brokerage, finance, and HR as it related 
to agents that I otherwise wouldn’t have even 
thought of asking about. As a REALTOR member 
for 20 years now, the CRB designation to me 
meant and will always mean understanding what 
it really means to be a broker in this industry. 
To this day I continue to attend online training, 
read the magazine and newsletters religiously, 
and share articles to others constantly. I truly 
don’t believe I would be where I am today in 
this business if it were not for the education and 
professionalism I learned by being a part of this 
group. A very proud and sure to be a life-long 
member of REBI as a CRB!

– Daryl L. Braham GRI, CRB, KCC, REALTOR
    Founder/CEO iON Leadership
    Internationally Recognized Coaching  
    Fargo, ND 

In 1990 when I decided I wanted to get in to the 
management end of the business I went to the 
owner of the company, whom I greatly respected, 
and asked his opinion. He was very positive about 
my abilities to make a good Managing Broker 
and had one requirement. That requirement 
was obtaining my CRB designation. I am so glad 
he made that a condition of the position. It has 
helped me in being a much better and stronger 
manager (now owner). Going from an agent 
to a manager/owner would have been much 
more difficult in the understanding of what the 
operation of a Brokerage looks like on a day to 
day basis. Budgeting, marketing, management, 
in addition to the day to day problem solving for 
your agents are skills that came through the CRB 
curriculum. Happy 50th CRB, and continue the 
good work.

– Connie Hinsdale CRB
    Harcourts NW Oregon Realty Group
    Silverton, OR 

“                    “                    

“                    
“                    

The CRB Designation Makes a Difference in Careers
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Sally M. Alta
Birmingham, MI

Lewis Bass
Louisville, KY

Tom Bateman
Pontiac, MI

William T. Beazley
New Haven, CT

Howard M.  Benedict
Hamden, CT

Arthur E. Biard
San Antonio, TX

Edward J. Boleman
Indianapolis, IN

Bruce J. Branch
St. Louis, MO

Sam Ed Brown
Albuquerque, NM

Alde C. Bugher
Neward, DE

Frank J. Burke
Peoria, IL

Ronald E. Burruss
Western Springs, IL

Patricia G.  Burruss
Bethesda, MD

John Carrott
Greenwich, CT

Richard Caruso
Hinsdale, IL

Willis J.  Coates
Denver, CO

J. Marion Crain
Atlanta, GA

Harol L. Crane-Wantagh
Long Island, NY

Hal Crowell
Arlington, VA

Howard Drew
Omaha, NE

F. Ross Ellis
Lakewood, OH

Jacob H. Feichter, Sr.
Fort Wayne, IN

Van Holt Garrett, Jr.
Denver, CO

Emmette  Gatewood, Jr.
Los Gatos, CA

Arnold Goldsborough
Wilmington, DE

Ira Gribin
Encino, CA

Owen E. Hall
Birmingham, MI

Philip A. Hall
Birmingham, MI

Ebby Halliday
Dallas, TX

William K. "Bill" Hamburg
Pittsburgh, PA

Calvin J.  Harris
Wilmington, DE

Patrick J. Harvey
Brantford, Ontario, 
Canada

John J. Herd
Philadelphia, PA

Larry E. Horn
Columbus, OH

Harold J.  Hurt
Denver, CO

A.H. Jennings, Jr.
Atlanta, GA

Jack W. Justice
Miami Beach, FL

E. Fred Kemner
Philadelphia, PA

Thomas P. Kiernan
Sacramento, CA

Joseph P.  Klock
Philadelphia, PA

Louis S. Laronge
Cleveland, OH

Arthur S.  Leitch
San Diego, CA

George M.  Linville
Jacksonville, FL

Victor L. Lyon
Tacoma, WA

Beatrice A.  Marshall
Radnor, PA

Maurice C.  Martindale
Indianapolis, IN

Alton T. Maxim
Portland, ME

Albert J. Mayer III
Cincinnati, OH

George E. Mayer III
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Carl A. Mayer, Jr.
Cincinnati, OH

James P. McConaghy
St. Petersburg, FL

James F. McMicken
West Allis, WI

E. Hirst Mendenhall
Columbia, MO

Winfred O. Mitchell
Memphis, TN

LeRoy Montgomery
Memphis, TN

Donald F. Moore
Chicago, IL

W. Max Moore
Denver, CO

L. Allen Morris
Miami, FL

Clem B. Mulholland
Chicago, IL

Michael J. O'Dea
Louisville, KY

Miss Jamie O'Neill
Oklahoma City, OK

Don Osborne
Lubbock, TX

J. Wallace  Paletou
New Orleans, LA

Theodore J. Pappas
Miami, FL

Wallace A. Peacock
Dayton, OH

H.P. Persons, Jr.
Macon, GA

Rich Port
La Grange, IL

Stanley J. Pounder
Portland, OR

Ralph W. Pritchard
La Grange, IL

Marion A.  Rasmussen
Milwaukee, WI

Arthur R. Raymond
Pawtucket, RI

Clifford A.  Robedeaux
Milwaukee, WI

Don C. Roberts
Whittier, CA

David N. Robinson
Berkeley, CA

John A. Rogge
Brigantine, NJ

Elry W. Rudert
Pittsburgh, PA

William D. Saffold
Houston, TX

Vincent J.  Schmitt
Texas City, TX

Harold J. Schuyler
Minneapolis, MN

Daniel F.  Sheehan, Jr.
St. Louis, MO

Daniel F. Sheehan, Sr.
St. Louis, MO

West Shell, Jr.
Cincinnati, OH

Ralph J. Silverwood
Chicago, IL

Harold C. Simon
St. Louis, MO

P.C. Smaby
Minneapolis, MN

Russell Dymock  Smith
Palos Verdes Estates, CA

Charles E. Spring
Minneapolis, MN

E. Winfield  Stewart
Aldan, PA

George L. Striebing
Denver, CO

Carl R. Sturges
Bethesda, MD

John B. Swift
Brooklyn, NY

John E. Swisher, Jr.
Ann Arbor, MI

Bruce N. Tappan
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI

Joseph A. Thorsen
La Grange, IL

Jack W. Todd
Cherry Hill, NJ

Edmond J. Tousignant
Fitchburg, MA

Fred C. Tucker, Jr.
Indianapolis, IN

J. Ed Turner
Hattiesburg, MS

John C. Tysen
New York, NY

Richard C. Van Valer
San Jose, CA

Albert V.  Vincent
Honolulu, HI

Ludwig W.  Vollmer
Muskegon, MI

Lou Von Dyl
Encino, CA

F. Poche  
Waguespack, Jr.
New Orleans, LA

Gordon L. Walsh
Ridgefield, CT

Gail M.  Wanless
Springfield, IL

Nestor R. Weigand, Jr.
Wichita, KS

James I. (Jim)  West
Houston, TX

Leonard  Westdale, Sr.
Grand Rapids, MI

Harold M. Weston
Pittsburg, PA

Stanley C. Wiley
Portland, OR

Clifford E. Williamson
Minneapolis, MN

Gordon Williamson
Farmington, MI

Daniel R. Williamson
Farmington, MI

Alvin J. Wolff
Spokane, WA

deLacy E.  Wyman
Charlotte, NC

Ralph Yeager
Cincinnati, OH

CRB CHARTER DESIGNEES
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A special Awards Committee convened in New York City  
in November of 1968 and approved the first CRB designation 

applications. The following 117 individuals are considered  
the CRB Charter Designees.
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Available through the C enter for
R E AL T OR ®  Development

CL ICK  HE R E  T O L E AR N MOR E
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BETTE 
McTAMNEY

2018 Hall of Leaders Recipient
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That ability to boldly make life-altering decisions 
has served McTamney well ever since. “I don’t  
think there’s much that scares me enough that  
I don’t want to try it,” she states.

When she met Mike McTamney in the first week  
of college in Nova Scotia—at registration no less—
she dumped the guy she’d been dating to begin 
seeing Mike. For summer break after that  
freshman year of college, she packed up and  
headed with Mike to the McTamney home in 
suburban Philadelphia.

“I went to live with his family, sharing the main 
bedroom with his four sisters, in a two-bedroom 
row house,” she states. “His parents were in the 
little bedroom, and he was in a bedroom in the 
basement. Mike’s aunt had eight girls, too. It was 
a big Irish family, and I lived there the whole 
summer. Imagine it—I suddenly got a big family.”

That would be important to anybody, but it was 
especially fulfilling for someone who, to this 
day, doesn’t know her personal back story. Still, 
McTamney considers the history she does know  
to be “the best story of my life.”

DNA testing has turned up no blood relatives 
anywhere. “I have no clue whatsoever where I  
came from or what my story is,” says McTamney.  
“I can tell you that my adoptive mother worked  
for a doctor, where a young girl came in pregnant. 
My adoptive parents couldn’t have children, and  
my mother apparently took care of this young  
girl the whole time she was pregnant. My mother 
was there when I was born. I’m sure a lot of my 
relatives know where I came from, but nobody  
is giving up that information.”

Under Newfoundland law at the time, adoptions 
weren’t finalized until a child was two years old.  
By that time, McTamney’s mother had received  
her first cancer diagnosis—which should have 
halted the adoption process. Lucky for McTamney, 
that didn’t happen.

“The local magistrate knew she had cancer and 
didn’t tell anybody, signing the papers and saying 
everything was fine,” she explains.

The couple were married in 1975, and by the early 
1980s, they had two children, Mike Jr. and Jaclyn. 
That’s when McTamney made another major decision. 
While she and her husband were purchasing their 
first house, she carefully watched the agent they were 
working with. “I thought, ‘If that woman can do that, 
I can also sell real estate and do very well,’” she says.

Starting as an office assistant, within a year McTamney  
become an agent amid the high-interest-rate climate 
at the time (for those who weren’t around, think of 
how your career would be different with interest 
rates at 18 percent). “I did some part-time work for 
the broker—I was taking pictures and helping in the 
office,” says McTamney. “After about nine months, 
the broker talked me into getting my license, which  
I got in 1983.”

When her kids went to school full time, McTamney 
went into real estate full time. She sold her first home 
within six months—quite an accomplishment after 
being so excited to get a good lead that she forgot to 
get the buyer’s phone number.

“I can remember it specifically,” she explains. “It was 
a crazy floor call, and the guy said he was standing 
at a phone booth across the street from a new-
construction site. He gave me his home address and 
told me he needed to call his wife so he could arrange 
for me to come see his house to put it on the market. 
I thought, ‘Not only are they going to buy a home,  
but I’m also going to get to sell their current home!’

“The best story of my life”

I swear, your husband called!
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designations and being professional is so  
important. In fact, at my current company,  
there are six brokers who run 10 offices, and  
all but one has some designation, such as the 
CRB—and I’m working on him.” 

McTamney was as the CRB Council president in 
2015 as it was transitioning into the Real Estate 
Business Institute. The move involved planning  
and coordination by McTamney and other leaders 
at the CRB Council with NAR leadership regarding 
the organization’s name and certification courses.

“It’s not always easy to work out details with 
organizations unless you as a leader have the  
ability to see it through, to be fair and honest,  
and yet to not be annoying, where you say you 
disagree, and you’re putting your foot down and 
that’s it!” notes McTamney. “Some people will  
pick up their ball and go home. That wasn’t how  
I felt about this. We all believed this was going  
to increase the value of the organization, and  
it did. The CRB Council had about 5,000  
members before the change, and REBI now  
has over 21,000 members.”

To honor McTamney’s dedication to promoting  
the CRB designation and strengthening REBI,  
this month at the REALTORS® Conference &  
Expo in Boston, she was inducted into the REBI 
Hall of Leaders. “With something like this, you 
always believe you’re not worthy and that there  
are so many other dedicated people more worthy  
of this honor,” McTamney states. “When you get  
the phone call, you think, ‘Why did you pick me? 
I’m just doing what everybody else does as well.’

“But the value of being put up like this by your 
peers is amazing,” she adds. “I’m so excited that 
they even considered me to be part of that group. 
I’ll always give back to this organization because  
it’s done so much for me.”

Professionalism will continue to be a critical focus 
for McTamney. But these days, there’s another 
focus in her life—her three grandchildren: Jillian, 
11, Jonathan, 9, and Jacob, 7. “They’re the most 
exciting thing that has ever happened to me,” 
says McTamney. “Having my own flesh and 
blood—all part of my children, my hubby, and  
me, so they’re my family. Really, what could an 
adopted child love more than her own family?  
Who needs anything else?”

YOU WANT  
SOMETHING DONE,  
AND DONE RIGHT?  
CALL MCTAMNEY

For years, industry leaders have turned 
to Bette McTamney when they wanted 
to accomplish a massive and difficult 

project. It’s her ability to get things 
done—and done well—that has made 

McTamney one of the premier get-it-
done people in the business. Industry 

leaders, however, are also quick to 
note that she’s a true mentor and 

friend (with killer shoes, they add!).

A standout at bringing people together
“From the first time I met Bette, she truly 
exemplified what a REALTOR® leader should 
be all about: knowledgeable, skilled, insightful, 
strong, determined, passionate, sensitive. 

When I served as NAR’s president in 2014, I 
worked with Bette through a most challenging 
‘association’ negotiation—during which she 
embodied all the above characteristics and  
helped lead us to success.

But what stands out for me is what I’ve always 
known about Bette: At the end of the day, her 
goals weren’t personal but were to bring people 
together in a constructive way that, in the long 
run, would benefit all.

She’s one of the kindest people I know—and 
from my perspective, that’s what makes her an 
uncommon, but deeply appreciated, leader. I 
count it as a privilege to be among her many 
friends.” 
— Steve Brown, broker, Irongate Inc., REALTORS®, 
Dayton, Ohio
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Telling Bette No? Not Happening
“Bette ran my campaign for the presidency of 
the National Association of REALTORS® in 
2013, and by then, I’d known her for long,  
long time. She’s very determined, diligent,  
a stickler for perfection and for doing things 
the right way, and she has her heart in 
everything she does. If you knew her, you’d  
say that’s obvious just by watching her.

Most campaigns for national leadership  
aren’t run by someone in your state. But  
Bette had a clear understanding of what 
needed to be done and how to do it. When  
I asked her to run my campaign, we were in  
a room with a bunch of people, and they knew 
I was going to ask her and that she was going 
to be on the team either way. When I asked 
her, there was a delay for about 10 seconds 
before she answered, and then she agreed.  
I lost by four votes. This year, however, she  
ran the campaign for NAR first vice president 
for Charlie Oppler, and he won.

Bette helped accomplish that through her sheer 
determination and interest in doing what’s 
right for somebody she likes or cares about. 
She’s a very capable person.

Not responding to Bette is not good. If she 
needs something done or tells you that you 
need to do something, she’ll make sure you 
know it needs to be done and that you have 
to do it. It goes to her being and how she just 
expects you to do the right thing. I can think  
of 100 times she’s called me and said, ‘Did 
you do this today?’ I’d say, ‘Not yet,’, and her 
response would be, ‘Do it now.’

In fact, she texted me a few weeks ago and 
asked about some event: ‘Are you doing this?’ 
she asked. I told her that I’d be out of town  
and couldn’t make it. Her response: ‘Just do it.’” 
— Jim Helsel Jr., CCIM, SIOR, CPM®, CRE™, 
CRB, FRICS, president/broker of record,  
Helsel Inc., REALTORS®, Camp Hill, Pa.
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 WHEN IT COMES TO 

 
DON’T FORGET 
TO KEEP YOUR 

Clients’
Info

 SAFE, TOO

Safety
Cyber attacks are growing exponentially, 
which means any private data consumers 
have shared with you may be at risk.
 
Here’s how to manage that risk.

    By G.M. Filisko
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And maybe the person sitting next to you 
doesn’t have ill intent,” adds Nimkoff. “But 
maybe they know Joe, whose information 
is on your screen, and they didn’t realize 
Joe earns $150,000. It’s not for us to 
haphazardly open up whatever document 
in a way that others can see.”

 
“It seems like every step along the way, 
from the brokers to the closing agents to 
the lenders, everybody wants everybody 
else to use their secure system, and 
sometimes that gets a little frustrating,” 
admits Nimkoff. “But to just send personal 
information across the internet without 
using something like a virtual private 
network is just not responsible.”

If you must email sensitive information, do 
it only protected by a VPN, or secure it by 
using an email encryption service, such as 
SecureZIP or Virtru.

 “With the title company fraud issue that 
can arise at the last minute, all of us in the 
transaction need to educate consumers 
from day one by saying, ‘This is where the 
funds will be wired to, and there’s rarely a 
change in where that will go. If you get any 
directions to change that, call me or the 

title company with these numbers—don’t call a 
number in an email that tells you where to wire 
it instead,’” advises Nimkoff. 
 
“That’s where we can all fall down if we’re  
not careful.”

 People still aren’t as diligent with passwords 
as they should be,” says Nimkoff. “Too often, 
it’s your mother’s maiden name, your kids’ 
birthday, and all of this is so public. We’re on 
Facebook talking about our kids, Joe and Suzy, 
and our password is Joe and Suzy.

Maybe that’s OK for ordinary citizens who aren’t 
opening emails with consumers’ personal 
information in them, but we need to use 
strong passwords, and we need to change them 
frequently,” he adds. “Yes, it’s a bit of a hassle, 
but get over it. It doesn’t even take a minute if 
you have to change your password; what does 
it take, 10-15 seconds? Think of all the time, 
aggravation, ill will, and liability that comes 
with not doing it.”

“We need to be diligent,” asserts Nimkoff. “It’s 
not like we’re sitting here as Joe or Jane Citizen. 
We have a higher obligation under many state 
laws, and we need to take that seriously. We 
REALTORS® who are entrusted with sensitive 
information have to be diligent every day.”

G.M. Filisko is a lawyer and freelance writer  
who specializes in real estate, legal, business,  
and personal finance topics.
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Don’t email documents that    
 contain client information. 

Tell clients what you’ll  
send and when. 

Strengthen all of your passwords.
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Listing Strategies

Words you never want to hear:  
“What were they thinking?”
“Not too long ago, I had a listing for a classic  
Las Vegas home that was built in the 1970s. In 
the master bedroom, the original home designer 
installed a grandiose bathtub. It looked out of 
place and, in my opinion, was an eyesore. There 
the tub was, just sitting misplaced in the corner  
of the bedroom.

When I walked a potential buyer through for the 
first time, the first comment when we walked into 
the bedroom was, ‘What were they thinking?’

I thought people would be able to look past the 
bathtub with some imagination, but clearly that 
wasn’t going to happen.

After that showing, I immediately placed a phone 
call to a professional staging company. Together, we 
turned that bathtub into an elegant focal point of 
room and marketed the room as ‘boudoir elegance.’

The staging worked. The property sold in just 21 
days to an all-cash buyer who paid 98 percent of 
the asking price.”—Lee Riseman, agent,  
Luxury Estates International, Las Vegas

The home’s lived-in—literally
“The biggest property-related challenge I’ve 
overcome was selling a one-bedroom condo  
while tenants were still living there.

It was small condo at 630 square feet with two 
adults and a child living there. The living room 
was being used as a master bedroom. There was  
a lot of furniture, and there were a lot of toys.  
There weren’t any windows in the kitchen, so  
it was dark.

My solution was to hire a professional 
photographer. He worked with the owner to  
light and stage each room. The pictures came  
out great, and we received an offer within a  
couple of weeks.

I’ve overcome other challenges by asking for 
advice from my managers and other agents in  
my office. I’ve heard so many strange stories  
and try to learn from everyone else’s experiences 
by paying attention to how they solved a problem 
and asking them if they’d do anything differently.” 
—Doug Milch, agent, Berkshire Hathaway  
Home Services Commonwealth, Natick, Mass. 
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bedroom and then move into the master, which 
opened up into the private backyard, which is a 
rare find in New York City. The master bedroom 
could usually make up for the other bedroom.
Once we’d moved on from that, we’d mention the 
significant tax abatement that would continue for 
the next 17 years—a huge plus that often went 
overlooked by buyers since they mostly look at  
the pictures online.

When we finished, most buyers left feeling  
pretty good about the unit, and we were able  
to get the price the seller was looking for despite  
a slower market.”—James McGrath, agent,  
Yoreevo, New York City 

What’s up with spas in the bedroom?
“We had a beautiful, renovated Mediterranean 
house in Miami Beach with a two-bedroom guest 
house. We faced major plumbing issues that took 
weeks to locate and then fix, and in the meantime 
I’d go early, crank up the air-conditioning, spray 
ozium spray, and air out the house because it 
smelled bad. 

After the first inspection, the buyer’s inspector 
insisted the house had spalling in the crawlspace 
and needed a $70,000 fix without even analyzing 
the house fully. Even though the house was built in 
1925, there were no cracks in the stucco, and there 
were no telltale bad stucco fixes over the cracks.
We hired an engineering firm who gave the house 
a clear structural report and filed it with the city, 
which is notoriously tough. We finally sold the 
house to local buyers who loved it.

The moral of that story is to hold off on 
advertising a house being remodeled unless you 
see all the permits, receipts, and so on and the 
seller knows exactly what was done and not done. 
It’s better to say the home has a new kitchen, baths, 
or floors and to let the buyer have an inspection to 
determine the condition of other items. 

Listing Strategies

Also, we deal with problem layouts all the time. 
One recent listing had a ginormous Jacuzzi bath 
tub in the sitting area of the master bedroom next 
to the good-sized, updated master bathroom. The 
house had been owned by the archdiocese and 
was a convent, and it had been added onto badly.

I loved the tub and didn’t mind the smaller master 
bedroom, but buyers couldn’t see beyond it. So we 
virtually staged the sitting area by virtually taking 
the tub out and replacing it with a lovely sitting and 
dressing area and virtually adding European closets.

We printed that image on a large poster board  
and displayed it on an easel during showings. 
Buyers need the extra help envisioning a space, 
and we can provide that.”—Madeleine Romanello, 
agent, Compass, Miami

Let the buyers choose the fixes
“My greatest real estate challenge was in 2012  
for a house in Worcester, Mass. I went in to do a 
market analysis and list the home and met with 
the owner, an older woman who was a sweetheart.

Her husband had passed years ago and had redone 
most of the house, including the walls, woodwork 
and kitchen. But he’d never gotten to most of the 
flooring. It was plywood and old, thin boards  
that looked awful. 

 After pondering for a while, I decided to treat 
it like a new construction. We got samples and 
pricing on installation and left them in the house. 
We included new flooring in the price of the 
home, and the buyers got to select the color of 
their carpet and other features.

It worked like a gem. I sold the house quickly—in  
19 days—and for just 1 percent below asking price.” 
—Cheryl Eidinger-Taylor, president,  
ERA Key Realty Services, Northbridge, Mass.
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SalesStrategies

Postcard from a Friend

Category: Professional Development
Materials Needed: Handouts included with 
meeting materials, flip chart, blank index cards  
or blank sheets of paper for all attendees, stapler 
Estimated Time: 15-20 minutes
PowerPoint Available: No
Meeting Objective: To help your team share 
experiences and solutions for overcoming 
obstacles in their career. 

INTRODUCTION TO TODAY’S MEETING
Explain to your group that today’s meeting will  
be a little different than your normal meeting. 
Today, everyone is going to write a postcard  
(or letter) to a friend.

This “make believe” friend is a successful real 
estate agent in another part of the country. This  
is a friend you admire a lot and who has 
helped you from time to time with your career. 
Unfortunately, your friend is on a trip for the 
next month at a private island with no telephone 
service. The only way you can communicate  
with this friend is by the U.S. postal service.

 STEP 1
 
Write a short letter to your friend explaining 
your current real estate career. Explain to your 
friend some of the difficulties and trials you’re 
presently facing as a real estate professional,  
and ask your friend for advice on how to get 
your career back on track.

    Be brief, and try to keep your postcard or    
    letter as concise as possible.

    Note: Please ask your group to be sure not to  
    put their name on their postcard or letter.

 STEP 2
 
After enough time has elapsed for everyone 
to write their letters, collect the letters. Then 
redistribute the letters to your team members, 
making sure no one gets their own letter back. 

 STEP 3

Have your group use the backside of the letter or 
a clean piece of paper that can be stapled to the 
original letter to write a reply they feel would be 
helpful to their friend struggling with their career. 
Ask them to offer as many practical and helpful 
solutions as possible to get their friend out of a  
real estate slump. 

 STEP 4
 
After everyone has finished writing their 
responses and suggestions, allow time for 
discussion with your group. Ask for volunteers 
to summarize in a nutshell what their friend’s 
real estate struggles are and the suggestions  
they recommended.

As you debrief this session with your team,  
ask for others to share ideas that might help  
the person get their career back on track. 
Continue to debrief with others until  
you’re ready to close the meeting.

John D. Mayfield 
CRBsm, e-PRO®, GRIsm
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